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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same set of answer choices. An answer choice may be correct
for more than one question in the series.
You administer a SQL Server database server that contains a
database named SalesDb. SalesDb contains a schema named
Customers that has a table named Regions. A user named UserA is
a member of a role named Sales.
UserA is granted the Select permission on the Regions table.
The Sales role is granted the Select permission on the
Customers schema.
You need to ensure that UserA is disallowed to select from the
Regions table.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you use?
A. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Sales
B. EXEC sp_droprolemember 'Sales', 'UserA'
C. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA
D. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Sales
E. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM Sales
F. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM UserA

G. DENY SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM Sales
H. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA
I. EXEC sp_addrolemember 'Sales', 'UserA'
J. DENY SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM UserA
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have just enabled IS-IS on the lab testing network. You
notice that IS-IS is not using the optimal path selection based
on the interface bandwidth. Currently, the IS-IS routing
process seems to be selecting the best path based on the hop
count.
What configuration change can you make to cause IS-IS to select
the optimal path based on the interface bandwidth?
A. Change the interface bandwidth by using the bandwidth
interface configuration mode command.
B. Change the default IS-IS metric on each of the router
interfaces to better correspond to the interface bandwidth.
C. Enable a narrow-style IS-IS metric.
D. Enable a wide-style IS-IS metric.
E. Change the default auto-cost reference bandwidth to a higher
value.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which criteria does Veritas Volume Manager use to determine
whether a disk should be marked FAILED instead of FAILING?
A. The vxprint command returns kernel state as failed.
B. The third failed I/O has been reached.
C. The private region is inaccessible.
D. The plex is invalid within the diskgroup.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer would like to use the Microsoft SAM Text to Speech
(TTS) engine in VoiceMail Pro to allow callers to listen to
order information using a "Speak Text" action in VoiceMail Pro
Call Flow. Which license is required?
A. Voicemail Pro VB Script License
B. IP Office Preferred Edition
C. IP Office Ultimate Edition
D. IP Office Essential Edition
E. VM Pro ScanSoft TTS
Answer: B
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